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Decades of research have demonstrated that the parent-child dyad and the
environment of the familyâ€"which includes all primary caregiversâ€"are at the
foundation of children's well- being and healthy development. From birth, children are
learning and rely on parents and the other caregivers in their lives to protect and care
for them. The impact of parents may never be greater than during the earliest years of
life, when a child's brain is rapidly developing and when nearly all of her or his
experiences are created and shaped by parents and the family environment. Parents
help children build and refine their knowledge and skills, charting a trajectory for their
health and well-being during childhood and beyond. The experience of parenting also
impacts parents themselves. For instance, parenting can enrich and give focus to
parents' lives; generate stress or calm; and create any number of emotions, including
feelings of happiness, sadness, fulfillment, and anger. Parenting of young children
today takes place in the context of significant ongoing developments. These include: a
rapidly growing body of science on early childhood, increases in funding for programs
and services for families, changing demographics of the U.S. population, and greater
diversity of family structure. Additionally, parenting is increasingly being shaped by
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technology and increased access to information about parenting. Parenting Matters
identifies parenting knowledge, attitudes, and practices associated with positive
developmental outcomes in children ages 0-8; universal/preventive and targeted
strategies used in a variety of settings that have been effective with parents of young
children and that support the identified knowledge, attitudes, and practices; and barriers
to and facilitators for parents' use of practices that lead to healthy child outcomes as
well as their participation in effective programs and services. This report makes
recommendations directed at an array of stakeholders, for promoting the wide-scale
adoption of effective programs and services for parents and on areas that warrant
further research to inform policy and practice. It is meant to serve as a roadmap for the
future of parenting policy, research, and practice in the United States.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been
called “the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist
have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they
simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful
book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career.
You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it
• you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being
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micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss
seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you
homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read
for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you
should be professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a
straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you
work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a
pleasure to read, and her advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of
readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or
anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I
am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager column. This book is even better. It
teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our
workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert
Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The Asshole
Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional
workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop
Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
'Love, care, trust and respect are the cornerstones of every loving relationship.' In the
quest to love and be loved, it can feel as if you've tried it every which way and yet,
nothing is ever enough, leaving you wondering, 'What's wrong with me?' or lamenting
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your emotional baggage. How can you 'get' love, care, trust and respect when you don't
know what it is or you don't believe that you can or will receive it? Love, Care, Trust &
Respect is a guide to the vital ingredients of loving relationships. There are many socalled rules and Natalie Lue, author of the popular self-help blog, Baggage Reclaim,
explains why these don't work, instead offering universal principles that apply in every
mutually fulfilling loving relationship. Discover: The five landmarks of healthy
relationships The four essential qualities for a loving partner The key relationship
blocks, why they cause pain, fear and guilt, and how to dissolve them The purpose of
your relationships and how to recognise and practise love, care, trust and respect
NEVER SETTLE FOR CRUMBS AGAIN
Demonstrates ways of showing respect and responsibility, putting things in their place,
asking permission before using someone else's things, and being environmentally
aware.
Clear, simple language and realistic illustrations teach children the process of peaceful
conflict resolution.
Mainstream health science has let you down. Weight loss is not the key to health, diet
and exercise are not effective weight-loss strategies and fatness is not a death
sentence. You've heard it before: there's a global health crisis, and, unless we make
some changes, we're in trouble. That much is true—but the epidemic is NOT obesity.
The real crisis lies in the toxic stigma placed on certain bodies and the impact of living
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with inequality—not the numbers on a scale. In a mad dash to shrink our bodies, many
of us get so caught up in searching for the perfect diet, exercise program, or surgical
technique that we lose sight of our original goal: improved health and well-being.
Popular methods for weight loss don't get us there and lead many people to feel like
failures when they can't match unattainable body standards. It's time for a cease-fire in
the war against obesity. Dr. Linda Bacon and Dr. Lucy Aphramor's Body Respect
debunks common myths about weight, including the misconceptions that BMI can
accurately measure health, that fatness necessarily leads to disease, and that dieting
will improve health. They also help make sense of how poverty and oppression—such as
racism, homophobia, and classism—affect life opportunity, self-worth, and even
influence metabolism. Body insecurity is rampant, and it doesn't have to be. It's time to
overcome our culture's shame and distress about weight, to get real about inequalities
and health, and to show every body respect.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A stunning “portrait of the enduring grace of friendship”
(NPR) about the families we are born into, and those that we make for ourselves. A
masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century. A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD
FINALIST • A MAN BOOKER PRIZE FINALIST • WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A
Little Life follows four college classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their
friendship and ambition—as they move to New York in search of fame and fortune.
While their relationships, which are tinged by addiction, success, and pride, deepen
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over the decades, the men are held together by their devotion to the brilliant, enigmatic
Jude, a man scarred by an unspeakable childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly bonds
and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century, Hanya Yanagihara’s
stunning novel is about the families we are born into, and those that we make for
ourselves. Look for Hanya Yanagihara’s new novel, To Paradise, coming in January
2022.
Children need love. Parents need respect. It is as simple and complex as that! When
frustrated with an unresponsive child, a parent doesn’t declare, “You don’t love me.”
Instead the parent asserts, “You are being disrespectful right now.” A parent needs to
feel respected, especially during conflicts. When upset a child does not whine, “You
don’t respect me.” Instead, a child pouts, “You don’t love me.” A child needs to feel
loved, especially during disputes. But here’s the rub: An unloved child (or teen)
negatively reacts in a way that feels disrespectful to a parent. A disrespected parent
negatively reacts in a way that feels unloving to the child. This dynamic gives birth to
the FAMILY CRAZY CYCLE. So how is one to break out of this cycle? Best-selling
author Emerson Eggerichs has studied the family dynamic for more than 30 years,
having his Ph.D. in Child and Family Ecology. As a senior pastor for nearly two
decades, Eggerichs builds on a foundation of strong biblical principles, walking the
reader through an entirely new way to approach the family dynamic. For instance, God
reveals ways to defuse the craziness with our children from preschooler to teen, plus
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how to motivate them to obey and how to deal with them when they don’t. In the Bible,
God has spoken specifically to parents on how to parent. This book is about that
revelation.

This book is concerned with the fundamental issues of elder respect, how it is
practiced and perceived in the broad context of human service settings, and with
the resolution of those issues. The writings presented in this book describe the
role of elder respect in health, social work, religious, and cultural and ethnic
settings. The authors aim for elder respect to be better understood by
professionals in human services as well as by those people who care for elderly
relatives in the East and the West. Book jacket.
A tender, thoughtful story reminding us to respect others and respect ourselves.
Part of the Our Place series which welcomes children to culture.
Emotional and verbal abuse often go unnoticed - sometimes even by the abused
- until they become something much more serious. This book will teach you
about the miracle principle and the proven respect-me method to help you
recognize the problem, regain self-respect, and change for the better. These
invaluable lessons will help you improve your relationships and get you the
support you need.
Otis Redding's classic song "Respect"--as popularized by Aretha
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Franklin--becomes an empowering picture book exploring the concept of mutual
respect through the eyes of a young girl. R-E-S-P-E-C-T / Find out what it means
to me R-E-S-P-E-C-T / Take care, TCB Oh (sock it to me, sock it to me, sock it to
me, sock it to me) A little respect Respect is a children's picture book based on
lyrics written and originally recorded by Otis Redding in 1965. Aretha Franklin's
iconic rendition of the song later peaked at #1 on Billboard's Hot 100 in 1967.
Redding's lyrics continue to resonate with listeners today. With lyrics by Otis
Redding and illustrations by Rachel Moss, this irresistible book shows a young
girl, her brother, and her parents conjuring as many positive futures for each
other as they can dream. Packed with playful vignettes as they imagine a life full
of possibility, Respect provides families an opportunity to explore themes of
mutual respect--while revisiting one of the greatest songs ever written. The Otis
Redding Foundation. Redding was dedicated to improving the quality of life for
his community through the education and empowerment of its youth. He provided
scholarships and summer music programs which continued until his untimely
death on December 10, 1967. Today, the mission of the Otis Redding
Foundation, established in 2007 by Mrs. Zelma Redding, is to empower, enrich,
and motivate all young people through programs involving music, writing, and
instrumentation. To learn more, visit: otisreddingfoundation.org.
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This is the first book of the series "The Respect Factor". We tell our children to
exercise good behavior everywhere they go. However, you may find yourself
saying something more than once. I am of the mindset that it really does take a
village to raise a child. This book is funny, serious and at the same time real. The
content is aimed at enforcing the same morals and values that parents,
guardians, mentors, teachers, and coaches instill in children every day.
"Follow Keigan as he learns that Respect is BIG! Sometimes you have to turn a
WRONG into a RIGHT! THAT is showing RESPECT."--Amazon.com.
The New York Times and USA Today bestseller A revealing, dramatic, deeply
personal book about the most significant events of our time, written by the former
United States Ambassador to the United Nations Nikki Haley is widely admired
for her forthright manner (“With all due respect, I don’t get confused”), her
sensitive approach to tragic events, and her confident representation of
America’s interests as our Ambassador to the United Nations during times of
crisis and consequence. In this book, Haley offers a first-hand perspective on
major national and international matters, as well as a behind-the-scenes account
of her tenure in the Trump administration. This book reveals a woman who can
hold her own—and better—in domestic and international power politics, a diplomat
who is unafraid to take a principled stand even when it is unpopular, and a leader
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who seeks to bring Americans together in divisive times.
Self-care is a necessary ingredient for a life fully-lived, yet for most of us it's
something we resort to only when we're at our most burned out, vulnerable and
desperate. In From Coping to Thriving: How to Turn Self-Care Into a Way of Life
you'll discover why self-care is about much more than the usual advice to take a
bubble bath. This comprehensive guide will show you how to create a self-care
practice that truly meets your needs and leaves you feeling like the best version
of yourself. With a balance between practical suggestions, coaching-style
questions and psychological groundwork, this book is designed to give you the
self-knowledge and awareness you need to start making self-care an integral part
of your life. As well as suggesting hundreds of useful self-care tips and ideas,
From Coping to Thriving will also take you deeper into must-know topics like
habit-formation, coping strategies, dealing with resistance to self-care and more.
This book fills an important gap in existing health care ethics literature by describing an
egalitarian conception of moral respect which applies to autonomous and nonautonomous patients alike. It reframes questions about respect, from its target to the
role that respect plays in our moral lives. Taking into account various forms of
objectification, it suggests that the unique role of moral respect is to recognize a person
as more than a mere object; to recognize them as an equally intrinsically valuable being
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who possesses dignity. Further, the book argues that respect is central to health care
because medicine and experiences of illness are both inherently objectifying.
Objectification is sometimes morally permissible, and other times morally troubling—a
context of respect can help to distinguish between these situations. Because we can
reduce others to mere objects in ways other than violating or denying their autonomy,
the approach presented here can also accommodate non-autonomous patients directly
without considering them as marginal cases.
Janet Lansbury’s advice on respectful parenting is quoted and shared by millions of
readers worldwide. Inspired by the pioneering parenting philosophy of her friend and
mentor, Magda Gerber, Janet’s influential voice encourages parents and child care
professionals to perceive babies as unique, capable human beings with natural abilities
to learn without being taught; to develop motor and cognitive skills; communicate; face
age appropriate struggles; initiate and direct independent play for extended periods;
and much more. Once we are able to view our children in this light, even the most
common daily parenting experiences become stimulating opportunities to learn,
discover, and to connect with our child. “Elevating Child Care” is a collection of 30
popular and widely read articles from Janet’s website that focus on some of the most
common infant/toddler issues: eating, sleeping, diaper changes, communication,
separation, focus and attention span, creativity, boundaries, and more. Eschewing the
quick-fix ‘tips and tricks’ of popular parenting culture, Janet’s insightful philosophy
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lays the foundation for a closer, more fulfilling parent/child relationship, and children
who grow up to be authentic, confident, successful adults.
Now for Mac and Windows. Praised by parents, embraced by educators, this early
childhood development book series teaches young children how to deal with their
emotions, make positive choices, solve problems, resolve conflicts, resist impulsive
behavior, form relationships, work cooperatively, and more. Now all 15 of the Learning
to Get Along series are available in one kid-friendly software package. Teachers can
choose which books to make available to each child, manage audio features, and track
students' progress. Children follow along or read on their own, using a special highlight
feature to click and hear word definitions. A sequence of questions follows each book;
test results are stored for teacher review in individual student files. Designed for
classroom use, yet equally useful at home. User's Guide included. Developed in
association with Attainment Company. Software disc, Windows XP or higher, Mac OS
10.5 or higher, Intel processor, touch-screen and single-switch compatible.
A child who can’t follow rules is a child who’s always in trouble. This book starts with
simple reasons why we have rules: to help us stay safe, learn, be fair, and get along.
Then it presents just four basic rules: “Listen,” “Best Work,” “Hands and Body to
Myself,” and “Please and Thank You.” The focus throughout is on the positive sense
of pride that comes with learning to follow rules. Includes questions and activities adults
can use to reinforce the ideas and skills being taught.
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Education in the twenty-first century demands that we deal with the whole child, not just
the mind. This requires going beyond the historical 3 R's of reading, writing, and
'rithmetic and focusing on five new R's: Relationship, Respect, Responsibility,
Relevance, and Rigor. As educators, we must increase our efforts to understand youth
and truly connect with them in ways that make them want to learn. By caring to teach,
we are teaching students to care. Join Dave Opalewski and Anna Unkovich as they
share their combined wisdom and passion for teaching, and their educational
philosophy of developing students' hearts as well as minds.
With All Due Respect is a handbook for parents navigating the difficulties of the tween
and teen years. Roesner and Hitchcock help parents identify what successful
relationships look like and give easy-to-follow lessons in enforcing rules,
communicating lovingly, resetting relationships, overcoming fears and exhaustion, and
handling rebellion. Each day features a story every mom can relate to, down-to-earth
questions to think about, and a prayer to launch an action plan. As a result, the reader
gains new skills and perspective, greater strength, and an ability to live out faith daily as
never before. With All Due Respect is for all parents seeking not only to connect more
deeply with and positively impact their teens and tweens, but also to grow more deeply
in faith through the process.
When you touch your spouseÆs deepest need, something good almost always
happens! Based on three decades of counseling and research, Dr. Emerson Eggerichs
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leads couples through the intricacies of a marriage built on Love and Respect. He
explores the differences in men and women and how a husbandÆs need for respect
can be balanced by a wifeÆs need for love. When these needs are mutually
recognized and made a priority, a fulfilling and meaningful marriage will be the
inevitable result. Love and Respect for a Lifetime makes the ideal gift: ItÆs all color,
photo-filled design makes it inviting for couples to look at together. It is a compilation of
Dr. Eggerichs best Love & Respect tips: a quick and easy read that proves enticing to a
spouse that might be apprehensive of working through an entire study or book. ItÆs
engaging message validates the core needs of each spouse and gives a message of
hope, encouragement and practical time-tested solutions for every marriage rather than
focusing on placing blame or judging. ItÆs ideal as a gift for dating or engaged couples,
as well as a wedding or anniversary gift. ItÆs elegant design invites the recipients to
open, read it together and leave out as a display for others to take a closer look at what
it means to love her and to respect him.
When children are kind, courteous, and respectful, people enjoy being around them and
reciprocate with the same behavior. This book helps kids understand the importance of
showing politeness, speaking kindly, using basic courtesies (“please,” “thank you,”
“excuse me”), and respecting the feelings of others. Scenarios and role-play activities
help adults reinforce the book’s lessons.

In "Learning To Respect Your Parents", we see CiCi Light at the age of twelve,
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still continuing to be very rude, disrespectful and rebellious to her parents, but her
Dad believes that the application of patient, loving care will eventually cause her
to come around. Mrs. Light is very concerned about CiCi's nonchalant attitude
and asks her husband what he suggests they should do. Mr. Light tells his wife
that they cannot give up on CiCi, because they love her, and that they must
humbly continue to give of their best, because LOVE NEVER ABANDONS. Mr.
Light said that many parents believe that change will not come in their children,
so they give up easily, without trying to assist them to strive for excellence, as
they learn to honor and respect their parents, and their elders. This example of
guidance from CiCi's Dad shows how important it is for the Dad to be part of
children's lives, because love never abandons and, "UNITY IS STRENGTH".
"Do not do to others that which would anger you if others did it to you."—Socrates
(the Greek philosopher), circa 470-399 B.C. Mr. Rabbit's new neighbors are
Otters. OTTERS! But he doesn't know anything about otters. Will they get along?
Will they be friends? Just treat otters the same way you'd like them to treat you,
advises Mr. Owl. In her smart, playful style Laurie Keller highlights how to be a
good friend and neighbor—simply follow the Golden Rule! This title has Common
Core connections. Do Unto Otters is a 2008 Bank Street - Best Children's Book
of the Year.
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A New York Times best-selling marriage book making a difference! More than
one million copies sold! Based on over three decades of counseling, as well as
scientific and biblical research, Dr. Emerson Eggerichs and his wife, Sarah, have
already taken the Love & Respect message across America and are changing
the way couples talk to, think about, and treat each other. What do you want for
your marriage? Want some peace? Want to feel close? Want to feel valued?
Want to experience marriage the way God intended? Then why not try some
Love and Respect. A wife has one driving need?to feel loved. When that need is
met, she is happy. A husband has one driving need?to feel respected. When that
need is met, he is happy. When either of these needs isn’t met, things get crazy.
Love & Respect reveals why spouses react negatively to each other, and how
they can deal with such conflict quickly, easily, and biblically. What readers say
about Love & Respect “I’ve been married 35 years and have not heard this
taught.” “This is the key that I have been missing.” “You connected all the dots
for me.” “As a counselor, I have never been so excited about any material.”
“You’re on to something huge here.” Partner Love & Respect with the Love &
Respect Workbook for Couples, Individuals, and Groups for an added
experience. Love & Respect is also available in Spanish, Amor y Respeto.
Internationally renowned infant specialist Magda Gerber, M.A., the founder of
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RIE, offers a healthy new approach to infant care based on a profound respect
for each baby's individual needs and abilities.
This is a book about how to improve relationships by showing respect. It helps
the reader learn how to communicate effectively, resolve conflict, and establish
healthy boundaries. Chapters address self-respect, bringing respect back into
marriage relationships, parents and kids, siblings, workplace and society. The
concepts in the book help couples, parents, teenagers, and people in carers.
How do people get along in your family? Generally speaking, are they nice to one
another? Or do they tend to fight a lot? Are you tired of heated arguments that
never get resolved? Does every conversation have to be a contest of wills? Do
you feel like the people you care about don't care about you? Have you felt like
you are in a one-sided relationship? If your answers to these questions indicate
relationship problems then you are not alone. Families today are struggling to get
along. Conflict is on the rise, while connection declining. A fundamental element
is missing in relationships today. Respect. It's missing at home and in the
workplace. Respect is hard to find in society. It appears our culture has lost
respect for respect. This book is about bringing respect back where it matters:
within ourselves and in our most significant relationships. Learn how to
communicate without conflict getting out of control. Find new ways to interact that
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promotes mutual respect and reciprocity. You will learn about two dances: The
Dance of Disrespect and the Dance of Respect. One is popular in our culture. It
causes conflict and distance. The other is a classical dance that promotes
kindness and closeness. Ten Things You Will Learn Key elements that establish
a respectful relationship A proper sequence to effective communication How to
manage your emotional intensity The role self-respect plays in getting respect
from others How to establish a respectful dialog with your spouse/partner Tools
to help you bring conflict to a respectful resolution Tips on how to disarm a
conflict before it explodes into a heated argument Principles and strategies of
Influential Parenting How to give and receive respect in the workplace What to do
with people you care about who don't show you respect
Teaches children respect, responsibility, and stewardship, concepts that even
young children can relate to because they have things they value.
This classic picture book, illustrated by the award-winning artist Mike Gordon,
explains to young children what it means to be a respectful member of society
and the importance of having respect for other people's needs. It suggests ways
of doing this, such as giving up your seat in a public place so that an elderly
person can sit down. It encourages children to think about what respect means to
them and looks at why it is important to have respect for library books, rules,
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animals, public places, as well as the concept of self-respect. This book is part of
a series called Values, which helps children to develop their own value system
and make responsible decisions. Notes for parents and teachers show how ideas
in the books can be used as starting points for further discussion at home and in
the classroom or in school assemblies. Other titles in the Values series: Taking
Responsibility and Learning About Honesty
Everyone gets angry, so it’s never too early for children to learn to recognize
feelings of anger, express them, and build skills for coping with anger in helpful,
appropriate ways. Children learn that it is okay to feel angry—but not okay to hurt
anyone with actions or words. They discover concrete skills for working through
anger: self-calming, thinking, getting help from a trusted person, talking and
listening, apologizing, being patient, and viewing others positively. Reassuring
and supportive, the book helps preschool and primary-age children see that
when they cool down and work through anger, they can feel peaceful again.
Knowing how to listen is essential to learning, growing, and getting along with others. Simple
words and inviting illustrations help children develop skills for listening, understand why it’s
important to listen, and recognize the positive results of listening. Includes a note to teachers
and parents, additional information for adults, and activities.
Bodies do all sorts of amazing things, like move around, grow bigger and heal themselves.
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Bodies also come in all sorts of shapes and sizes and we need to take care of them so that
they stay healthy and strong. If we listen to our bodies they tell us exactly what they need. The
colourful illustrations in this unique picture book will encourage children to love their bodies
from an early age. By learning about all the wonderful things bodies can do, and how each
body is different and unique, children will be inspired to take good care of their bodies
throughout their lives. Promoting respect for body diversity among children will also encourage
kindness and help prevent bullying. This book is ideal for children aged 4-7 to read at home or
school, either alone or with a parent, family member, teacher or other caring professional.
Everything has a place. Things last longer when we take care of them. Respect, responsibility,
and stewardship are concepts that even young children can relate to—because they have
things they value. This book encourages children to pick up after themselves, put things back
where they belong, and ask permission to use things that don’t belong to them. It also teaches
simple environmental awareness: respecting and taking care of the earth. Includes ideas for
adult-led activities and discussions.
What is Respect? is Etan Boritzer’s 14th title in the bestselling ‘What is?’ series on life
concepts and difficult topics that help our children develop critical thinking skills and emotional
intelligence. This book helps our children to understand their own self-respect as well as
respect for friends, schoolmates and family, respect for religious and cultural diversity and
even respect for planet earth. The fun text is filled with questions that stimulate interactive
discussion and real insights.
What does every employee want? In a word: RESPECT The best leaders are the ones who
motivate employees to want to perform at the highest level possible--which is never
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accomplished with an iron-fist style of management. The best results are achieved through one
of the most basic human behaviors: the showing of respect. Organizational change expert Paul
Meshanko has studied how the human brain responds in various workplace situations--and his
conclusion is astonishing: People perform at their highest level when treated with respect.
Conversely, when an employee is emotionally attacked by disrespectful behavior, he or she
shuts down. In The Respect Effect, Meshanko reveals the transformational power of respect in
the workplace. Given the pressures of the workplace, this is sometimes easier said than done.
So Meshanko provides a practical action plan you can use to train yourself or others to get on
track--and stay on track. His proven strategy helps you understand the initial, biological
reactions to what people (This means you!) say and do. Through his cited research in
neuroscience, Meshanko teaches you how to create positive situations, avoid negative ones,
and ultimately build a better work environment for everyone. The Respect Effect explains: The
hard science proving why respect is the most powerful employee motivator How to build a
corporate culture based on respect, starting with senior leadership The 12 Rules of
Respect--simple but powerful ways to communicate respectfully in any situation The strategy,
resource requirements, and tools for sustaining a respectful workplace culture How do you use
the concept of neuroscience to achieve a great work environment? The answer is obvious.
Feed others a diet of respect--real, deserved, genuine respect--and you will see amazing
things happen in your organization. Use Meshanko's proven approach to organizational
change to create a culture of contagious respect in your organization. PRAISE FOR THE
RESPECT EFFECT: "The Respect Effect reminds us of the critical role relationships play in the
workforce. . . . A great read for new and experienced leaders!" -- ANNEMARIE M. GRASSI,
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PH.D., CEO, Open Doors Academy "The Respect Effect offers concise, engaging learning, not
only for business leaders, but for anyone working in an organization where developing an
inclusive and productive work environment is a priority. Respect is a powerful principle for
businesses to understand and practice--this book will contribute much to its advancement." -RICK CHIRICOSTA, President and CEO, Medical Mutual "[Meshanko] shows how
demonstrating respect to employees leads to better health and well-being for both the
organization and the individual. Whether you are a supervisor, manager, VP, or small business
owner, The Respect Effect will make you a more effective leader." -- PAUL MARCIANO,
PH.D., author, Carrots and Sticks Don't Work "In The Respect Effect, Paul Meshanko shows
that respect is the foundation for interpersonal trust, revealing why high-trust organizations are
successful. The step-by-step process Meshanko outlines to cultivate and nurture respect
provides a new leverage point to increase employee satisfaction and productivity." -- PAUL J.
ZAK, PH.D., author, The Moral Molecule "Paul's book inspires us to keep our focus and gives
us concrete behaviors for living the attributes of The Respect Effect." -- RALPH STAYER,
owner and CEO, Johnsonville Sausage, LLC
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most
difficult of questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the
stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The author discusses] discussing
discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical
and profound rules for life"-One of the benefits of social media is getting to meet the parents of special needs children and
adults. I have grown to know and truly admire these brave people. Our solitary journeys have
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taken many different roads, yet we've all connected on sites like Facebook, Twitter, and other
forums. The support we give each other is a lifeline-an opportunity to not only share the joys
our sons and daughters bring into our lives, but also the chance to rant about the frequent
injustices we meet head on. I am honoured to have 'met' so many fantastic Warrior Mums from
around the world, so honoured that I decided to feature some of their stories in a blog series,
which I have now reproduced in this book. These mums will inspire you, just like they have me,
these brave women who share their stories from childhood to motherhood and reveal far more
than they normally would, in the hope their stories will help others.
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